
A zero-one law for �rst-order logi on randomimagesD. Coupier, A. Desolneux, and B. YartABSTRACT: For a n�n random image with independent pixels, blak withprobability p(n) and white with probability 1�p(n), the probability of satisfyingany given �rst-order sentene tends to 0 or 1, provided both p(n)n 2k and (1 �p(n))n 2k tend to 0 or +1, for any integer k. The result is proved by omputingthe threshold funtion for basi loal sentenes, and applying Gaifman's theorem.1 IntrodutionThe motivation for this work ame for the Gestalt theory of vision (see [3℄ andreferenes therein), a basi idea of whih is that the human eye fouses �rst onremarkable or unusual features of an image, i.e. features that would have a lowprobability of ourring if the image were random. Hene the natural question:whih properties of a random image have a low or high probability? Here we shalldeal with the simplest model for random images:De�nition 1.1 Let n be a positive integer. Consider the set Xn = f1; : : : ; ng2,alled the pixel set. An image of size n�n is a mapping from Xn to f0; 1g (white orblak). Their set is denoted by En. It is endowed with the produt of n2 independentopies of the Bernoulli distribution with parameter p, that will be denoted by �n;p :8� 2 En ; �n;p(�) = nYi;j=1 p�(i;j)(1� p)1��(i;j) :A random image of size n�n and level p, denoted by In;p, is a random element ofEn with distribution �n;p.In other words, a random image of size n�n and level p is a square image inwhih all pixels are independent, eah being blak with probability p or whitewith probability 1�p.We shall use the elementary de�nitions and onepts of �rst-order logi on�nite models, suh as desribed for instane in Ebbinghaus and Flum [4℄. Gaif-man's theorem ([8℄ and [4℄ p. 31) shows that �rst-order sentenes are essentiallyloal. They an be logially redued to the appearane of �xed subimages (preisede�nitions will be given in setion 2). Assume p is �xed. Then as n tends to in-�nity, any given subimage of �xed size should appear somewhere in the randomimage In;p, with probability tending to 1: this is the two dimensional version ofthe well known \typing monkey" paradox. It justi�es intuitively that the zero-onelaw should hold for �xed values of p. Our main result is more general.Theorem 1.2 Let p(n) be a funtion from N into [0; 1℄ suh that:8k = 1; 2; : : : ; limn!1n 2k p(n) = 0 or +1 and limn!1n 2k (1� p(n)) = 0 or +1 :1



Let A be a �rst-order sentene. Then:limn!1Prob[ In;p j= A ℄ = 0 or 1 :Zero-one laws have a long history (f. Compton [2℄ for a review and hapter 3 of[4℄). The �rst of them was proved independently by Glebskii et al. [9℄ and Fagin[6℄. It applied to the �rst-order logi on a �nite universe without onstraints,and uniform probability. As an example, interpret the elements of En as diretedgraphs with vertex set f1; : : : ; ng, by putting an edge between i and j if pixel(i; j) is blak. Then In;p beomes a random direted graph (or digraph) withedge probability p (see for instane [11, 12℄, or [1℄ for a general referene). As apartiular ase of the Glebskii et al. { Fagin theorem, the zero-one law holds for�rst-order propositions on random digraphs. However, �rst-order logi on imagesis more expressive than on digraphs, sine the geometry of images is not preservedin the graph interpretation. For instane, \there exists a horizontal segment of5 neighboring blak pixels" is a �rst order sentene on images, not on digraphs,where neither \horizontal" nor \neighbor" an be expressed.The theory of random (undireted) graphs was inaugurated by Erd�os andR�enyi [5℄ (see [1, 16℄ for general referenes). The zero-one law holds for randomgraphs with edge probability p, as a onsequene of Obershelp's theorem [13℄on parametri lasses (see [4℄ p. 74 or [16℄ p. 318). At �rst, zero-one laws wereessentially ombinatorial, as they applied to the uniform probability on the setof all strutures, orresponding to edge probability p = 12 in the ase of graphs.It was soon notied that they also hold for any �xed value of p. But it is wellknown that random graphs beome more interesting by letting p = p(n) tend to0 as n tends to in�nity. A ruial notion for random graphs is the appearaneof given subgraphs ([16℄ p. 309). The threshold funtion for the appearane of agiven subgraph in a random graph is p(n) = n�ve , where v and e are integers. Forp(n) = n� ve , the probability of appearane for ertain subgraphs does not tend to0 or 1. Using the extension tehnique, ([7, 6℄ and [4℄ p. 73), Shelah and Spener[15℄ made a omplete study of those funtions p(n) for whih the zero-one lawholds for random graphs, and proved in partiular that it does for p(n) = n��, forany irrational �. Theorem 1.2 is the analogue for random images of Shelah andSpener's result. To understand why, �rst notie that the random image modelis invariant through exhanging blak and white, together with p and 1�p. Thuswe will onsider only funtions p(n) tending to 0. We shall de�ne preisely thenotion of threshold funtion in setion 3, and prove that all threshold funtions forpatterns are of type p(n) = n� 2k : the zero-one law does not hold for these values.For instane, if p(n) is small (resp.: large) ompared to n�2, the probability ofhaving at least one blak pixel tends to 0 (resp.: 1). But for p(n) = n�2, it tendsto 1�e�1. Theorem 1.2 essentially says that the zero-one law holds for any funtionp(n) whih is not a threshold funtion.It is worth pointing out here that theorem 1.2 an be extended to otherrandom strutures, along two di�erent diretions. Firstly, we hose to restrit thestudy to binary images, using a single unary relation in the language (f. setion 2).With slight modi�ations of the proofs, and the values of threshold funtions, oneould introdue a �nite set of \olor" unary relations, allowing for the oding ofmultilevel gray or olor images. The other possible generalisation onerns the typeof graphs. An image is essentially a olored square lattie. The ruial propertyof that graph for our proof is that there exists a �xed number of verties at �xeddistane of any vertex (balls have bounded ardinality). Our study extends to any2



family of graphs with bounded balls. For instane, theorem 1.2 also holds for arandomly olored d-dimensional square lattie with nd points, up to replaing n 2kby n dk in its statement.Setion 2 is devoted to �rst-order logi on images. There we shall disuss basiloal sentenes (de�nition 2.2 and [4℄ p. 31), and redue them to ombinations of\pattern sentenes" (de�nition 2.3), showing that a zero-one law holds for all �rst-order sentenes if it holds for basi loal or pattern sentenes (proposition 2.4).This will trivially imply that theorem 1.2 holds for �xed values of p. The setionwill end with two examples of (seond-order) sentenes whose probability under�n; 12 tends to 12 .In setion 3, we shall de�ne the notion of threshold funtion (de�nition 3.2)and prove that all threshold funtions for basi loal sentenes are of type n� 2k(proposition 3.4). Theorem 1.2 easily follows from propositions 2.4 and 3.4.2 First-order logi for imagesWe shall follow the notations and de�nitions in hapter 0 of [4℄ for the syntax andsemantis of �rst-order logi. The voabulary is the set of relations (or prediates).They apply to the universe (or domain). In our ase the universe will be the pixelset Xn. Image properties will not only be statements on olors of pixels but alsoabout their geometrial arrangement. Our voabulary will onsist of 1 unary and4 binary relations. The unary relation C is interpreted as the olor: Cx means thatx is a blak pixel and :Cx that it is white. Before de�ning the binary relations,the geometry of Xn needs to be preised.The pixel set Xn is embedded in Z2, and naturally endowed with a graphstruture. In image analysis (see for instane hapter 6 of Serra [14℄), the asesmost often onsidered are:� the 4-onnetivity. For i; j > 0, the neighbors of (i; j) are:(i+ 1; j); (i� 1; j); (i; j + 1); (i; j � 1) :� the 8-onnetivity. The 4 diagonal neighbors are also inluded:(i+ 1; j + 1); (i� 1; j + 1); (i+ 1; j � 1); (i� 1; j � 1) :At this point a few words about the borders are needed. In order to avoid parti-ular ases (pixels having less than 4 or 8 neighbors), we shall impose a periodiboundary, deiding for instane that (1; j) is neighbor with (n; j); (n; j � 1), and(n; j + 1), so that the graph beomes a regular 2-dimensional torus. Although itmay seem somewhat unnatural for images, without that assumption the zero-onelaw would fail. Consider indeed the (�rst-order) sentene \there exist 4 blak pixelseah having only one horizontal neighbor". Without periodi boundary onditions,it applies to the 4 orners, and the probability for a random image In;p to satisfyit is p4. From now on, the identi�ation n+1 � 1 holds for all operations on pixels.One the graph struture is �xed, the relative positions of pixels an bedesribed by binary prediates. In the ase of 4-onnetivity 2 binary prediatessuÆe, U (up) and R (right): Uxy means that y = x + (0; 1) and Rxy thaty = x + (1; 0). In the ase of 8-onnetivity, two more prediates must be added,D1 and D2: D1xy means that y = x + (1; 1) and D2xy that y = x + (1;�1).3



For onveniene reasons, we shall stik to 8-onnetivity. Thus the voabulary ofimages is the set fC;U;R;D1; D2g. One the universe and the voabulary are �xed,the strutures are partiular models of the relations, applied to variables in thedomain. To any struture, a graph is naturally assoiated ([4℄ p. 26), onnetingthose pairs of elements fx; yg whih are suh that Sxy or Syx are satis�ed, whereS is any of the binary relations. Of ourse only those strutures for whih theassoiated graph is the square lattie with diagonals and periodi boundaries willbe alled images. As usual, the graph distane d is de�ned as the minimal lengthof a path between two pixels. We shall denote by B(x; r) the ball of enter x andradius r: B(x; r) = f y 2 Xn ; d(x; y) � r gIn the ase of 8-onnetivity, B(x; r) is a square ontaining (2r + 1)2 pixels.Formulas suh as Cx, Uxy, Rxy. . . are alled atoms. The �rst-order logi([4℄ p. 5) is the set of all formulas obtained by reursively ombining �rst-orderformulas, starting with atoms.De�nition 2.1 The set L1 of �rst-order formulas is de�ned by:1. All atoms belong to L1.2. If A and B are �rst-order formulas, then (:A), (8xAx) and (A ^ B) alsobelong to L1.Here are two examples of �rst-order formulas:1. 8x; y; (Rxy ^ Uyz) ! D1xz,2. (9y (Rxy ^ Uyz)) $ D1xzNotie that any image satis�es them both: adding the two diagonal relations D1and D2 does not make the language any more expressive. The only reason whythe 8-onnetivity was preferred here is that the orresponding balls are squares.We are interested in formulas for whih it an be deided if they are true orfalse for any given image, i.e. for whih all variables are quanti�ed. They are alledlosed formulas, or sentenes. Suh a sentene A de�nes a subset An of En: thatof all images � that satisfy A (� j= A). Its probability for �n;p will still be denotedby �n;p(A). �n;p(A) = Prob[In;p j= A℄ = X�j=A�n;p(�) :Gaifman's theorem ([4℄ p. 31), states that every �rst-order sentene is equivalentto a boolean ombination of basi loal sentenes.De�nition 2.2 A basi loal sentene has the form:9x1 : : : 9xm 0� ^1�i<j�m d(xi; xj) > 2r1A ^ 0� ^1�i�m i(xi)1A ; (1)where:� m and r are �xed nonnegative integers,4



� for all i = 1; : : : ;m,  i(x) 2 L1 is a formula for whih only variable x isfree (not bound by a quanti�er), and the other variables all belong to the ballB(x; r).For any x and a �xed radius r, onsider now a omplete desription D(x) of theball B(x; r), i.e. a �rst-order sentene for whih all statements onerning pixelsat distane at most r of x are either asserted or negated. There exists a singleimage ID of size (2r+ 1)�(2r+ 1), entered at x, satisfying it. Thus D(x) an beinterpreted as: \the pattern of pixels at distane at most r of x is ID".De�nition 2.3 A pattern sentene has the form:9x1 : : :9xm 0� ^1�i<j�m d(xi; xj) > 2r1A ^ 0� ^1�i�mDi(xi)1A ; (2)where:� m and r are �xed nonnegative integers,� for all i = 1; : : : ;m, Di(x) is a omplete desription of the ball B(x; r).Examples of (interpreted) pattern sentenes are:1. \there exist 3 blak pixels",2. \there exists a 3�3 white square",3. \there exist 3 non overlapping 5�5 white squares with a blak pixel on theenter".Figure 1 gives another illustration. Obviously, pattern sentenes are partiular

Figure 1: Illustration of a pattern sentene, for m = 4 and r = 1.ases of basi loal sentenes. Proposition 2.4 below redues the proof of zero-onelaws for random images to pattern sentenes.5



Proposition 2.4 Consider the following three assertions.(i) The probability of any pattern sentene tends to 0 or 1.(ii) The probability of any basi loal sentene tends to 0 or 1.(iii) The probability of any �rst order sentene tends to 0 or 1.Then (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii).Proof: Observe �rst that if the probabilities of sentenes A and B tend to 0 or1, then so do the probabilities of :A and A ^ B. This follows from elementaryproperties of probabilities. As a onsequene, if the probability of A tends to 0 or1 for any A in a given family, this remains true for any �nite boolean ombination ofsentenes in that family. Thus Gaifman's theorem yields that (ii) implies (iii). Weshall prove now that every basi loal sentene is either unsatis�able or a �niteboolean ombination of pattern sentenes. Indeed, onsider a formula  (x) forwhih only variable x is free, and the other variables all belong to the ball B(x; r).Either it is not satis�able, or there exists a �nite set of (2r + 1)�(2r + 1) images(at most 2(2r+1)2) whih satisfy it. To eah of those images orresponds a ompletedesription D(x) whih implies  (x). So  (x) is equivalent to the disjuntion ofthese D(x)'s:  (x) $ _D(x)! (x)D(x) : (3)In formula (1), one an replae eah  i(xi) by a disjuntion of omplete desrip-tions. Rearranging terms, one sees that the basi loal sentene (1) is itself a �nitedisjuntion of pattern sentenes. �The zero-one law for �xed values of p is an easy onsequene of proposition 2.4.Indeed, for �xed p, the probability of any pattern sentene tends to 1. To see why,onsider the following sentene:9x 0� ^1�i�mDi(x+ ((i� 1)(2r + 1); 0))1A ; (4)interpreted as: \subimages ID1 ; : : : ; IDm appear in m onseutive, horizontallyadjaent balls of radius r". It learly implies (2). But (4) is equivalent to theappearane of a given subimage on a retangle of size (2r+ 1)�(m(2r+ 1)). Thisours in a random image In;p with probability tending to 1 as n tends to in�nity.Thus (2) has a probability tending to one of being satis�ed by In;p.This setion ends with two ounter-examples of (seond-order) sentenes theprobability of whih does not tend to 0 or 1. The �rst one is \the number of blakpixels is even". This is one of the basi examples of seond order sentenes, that donot belong to �rst order logi (see [4℄ example 1.3.4 p. 21 and p. 37). Its probabilityis 12 n2Xk=0�n2k �pk(1� p)n2�k(1 + (�1)k) = 12(1 + (1� 2p)n2) ;whih tends to 12 for any p suh that 0 < p < 1.6



The seond example is more relevant to images. De�ne a 6-onneted pathas a path where the diretions (�1; 1) and (1;�1) are forbidden, or more pre-isely a m-tuple of pixels (x1; : : : ; xm), suh that for i = 1; : : : ;m�1, xi+1 2xi � f(1; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1)g, and the borders of the image are not rossed (see anillustration on �gure 2). Consider now the two sentenes:1. BLR: \there exists a 6-onneted path of blak pixels from left to right",2. WTB: \there exists a 6-onneted path of white pixels from top to bottom".Some geometrial onsiderations show that an image satis�es BLR if and only ifit does not satisfy WTB (this would not hold for 4- or 8-onneted paths: see [14℄p. 183). Take now p = 12 . Symmetry implies that�n; 12 (BLR) = �n; 12 (WTB) ;hene both probabilities must be equal to 12 .The sentenes BLR and WTB are examples of those properties studied byperolation theory (see Grimmett [10℄ for a general referene). Atually the randomimage model that we onsider here is a �nite approximation of site perolation ([10℄p. 24). Using perolation tehniques, one an prove that �n;p(BLR) tends to 0 ifp < 12 , to 1 if p > 12 .

Figure 2: A 6-onneted path of blak pixels from left to right.3 Threshold funtions for basi loal sentenesThe notions studied in this setion have exat ounterparts in the theory of randomgraphs as presented by Spener [16℄. We begin with the asymptoti probability ofsingle pattern sentenes, whih orrespond to the appearane of subgraphs ([16℄p. 309). 7



Proposition 3.1 Let r and k be two integers suh that 0 < k < (2r + 1)2. LetI be a �xed (2r + 1)�(2r + 1) image, with k blak pixels and h = (2r + 1)2 � kwhite pixels. Let D(x) be the omplete desription of the ball B(x; r) satis�ed onlyby a opy of I, entered at x. Let ~D be the sentene (9x D(x)). Let p = p(n) be afuntion from N to [0; 1℄.If limn!1n2p(n)k = 0 then limn!1�n;p(n)( ~D) = 0 : (5)If limn!1n2p(n)k(1� p(n))h = +1 then limn!1 �n;p(n)( ~D) = 1 : (6)If limn!1n2(1� p(n))h = 0 then limn!1�n;p(n)( ~D) = 0 : (7)Proof: We already notied the symmetry of the problem: swapping blak and whitetogether with p and 1�p should leave statements unhanged. In partiular theproofs of (5) and (7) are symmetri, and only the former will be given.For a given x, the probability of ourene of I in the ball B(x; r) is :�n;p(n)(D(x)) = p(n)k(1� p(n))h :The pattern sentene ~D is the disjuntion of all D(x)'s:~D $ _x2XnD(x) :Hene: �n;p(n)( ~D) � n2p(n)k(1� p(n))h ;from whih (5) follows.Consider now the following set of pixels:Tn = f (r + 1 + �(2r + 1); r + 1 + �(2r + 1)) ; �; � = 0; : : : ; b n2r+1 �1 g ; (8)where b �  denotes the integer part. Call �(n) the ardinality of T (n):�(n) = � n2r + 1�2 ;whih is of order n2. Notie that the disjuntion of D(x)0s for x 2 Tn implies ~D._x2TnD(x) ! ~D :The distane between any two distint pixels x; y 2 Tn is larger than 2r, and theballs B(x; r) and B(y; r) do not overlap. Therefore the events \In;p j= D(x)" forx 2 Tn are mutually independent. Thus:�n;p(n)( ~D) � �n;p(n) _x2TnD(x)!= 1� �1� p(n)k(1� p(n))h��(n)� 1� exp(��(n)p(n)k(1� p(n))h) ;8



hene (6). �Due to the symmetry of the model, we shall onsider from now on that p(n) < 12 .Proposition 3.1 shows that the appearane of a given subimage only depends on itsnumber of blak pixels: if p(n) is small ompared to n� 2k , then no subimage of �xedsize, with k blak pixels, should appear in I(n; p(n)). If p(n) is large ompared ton� 2k , all subimages with k blak pixels should appear. Proposition 3.1 does notover the partiular ases k = 0 (appearane of a white square) and k = (2r+ 1)2(blak square). They are easy to deal with. Denote by W (resp.: B) the patternsentene (9x D(x)), where D(x) denotes the omplete desription of B(x; r) beingall white (resp.: all blak). Then �n;p(n)(W ) always tends to 1 (remember thatp(n) < 12 ). Statements (5) and (6) apply to B, with k = (2r + 1)2.The notion of threshold funtion is a formalisation of the behaviors that havejust been desribed.De�nition 3.2 Let A be a sentene. A threshold funtion for A is a funtion r(n)suh that: limn!1 p(n)r(n) = 0 implies limn!1�n;p(n)(A) = 0 ;and : limn!1 p(n)r(n) = +1 implies limn!1�n;p(n)(A) = 1 :Notie that a threshold funtion is not unique. For instane if r(n) is a thresholdfuntion for A, then so is r(n) for any positive onstant . It is ostumary to ignorethis and talk about \the" threshold funtion of A. For instane, the thresholdfuntion for \there exists a blak pixel" is n�2.Proposition 3.1 essentially says that the threshold funtion for the appearaneof a given subimage I is n� 2k , where k is the number of blak pixels in I . Proposition3.4 below will show that the threshold funtion for a basi loal sentene L isn� 2k(L) , where k(L) is an integer that we all the index of L. Its de�nition refersto the deomposition (3) of a loal property into a �nite disjuntion of ompletedesriptions, already used in the proof of proposition 2.4.De�nition 3.3 Let L be the basi loal sentene de�ned by:9x1 : : : 9xm 0� ^1�i<j�m d(xi; xj) > 2r1A ^ 0� ^1�i�m i(xi)1A :If L is not satis�able, then we shall set k(L) = +1. If L is satis�able, for eahi = 1; : : : ;m, onsider the �nite set fDi;1; : : : ; Di;dig of those omplete desriptionson the ball B(xi; r) whih imply  i(xi). i(xi) $ _1�j�diDi;j(xi) :Eah omplete desription Di;j(xi) orresponds to an image on B(xi; r). Denoteby ki;j its number of blak pixels. 9



The index of L, denoted by k(L) is de�ned by:k(L) = mmaxi=1 diminj=1 ki;j : (9)The intuition behind de�nition 3.3 is the following. Assume p(n) is small omparedto n� 2k(L) . Then there exists i suh that none of the Di;j(xi) an be satis�ed,therefore there is no xi suh that  i(xi) is satis�ed, and L is not satis�ed. Onthe ontrary, if p(n) is large ompared to n� 2k(L) , then for all i = 1; : : : ;m,  i(xi)should be satis�ed for at least one pixel xi, and the probability of satisfying Lshould be large. In other words, n� 2k(L) is the threshold funtion of L.Proposition 3.4 Let L be a basi loal property, and k(L) be its index. If L issatis�able and k(L) > 0, then its threshold funtion is n� 2k(L) . If k(L) = 0, itsprobability tends to 1 (for p(n) < 12).Proof: Assume L is satis�able (otherwise its probability is null) and k(L) > 0. Letr(n) = n� 2k(L) . For p(n) < 12 , we need to prove that �n;p(n) tends to 0 if p(n)=r(n)tends to 0, and that it tends to 1 if p(n)=r(n) tends to +1. The former will beproved �rst.Consider again the deomposition of L into omplete desriptions:L$ 9x1 : : : 9xm 0� ^1�i<j�m d(xi; xj) > 2r1A ^ 0� ^1�i�m _1�j�diDi;j(xi)1A :If p(n)=r(n) tends to 0, there exists i suh that:8j = 1; : : : ; di ; limn!1n2p(n)ki;j = 0 :By proposition 3.1, the probability of (9x Di;j(x)) tends to zero for all j =1; : : : ; di. Therefore the probability of (9x i(x)) tends to 0, whih implies that�n;p(n)(L) tends to 0.Conversely, for eah i = 1; : : : ;m, hoose one of the Di;j(x)'s, suh that thenumber of blak pixels in the orresponding image is minimal (among all ki;j 's).Denote that partiular desription by Di(x). Consider now the following patternsentene, whih implies L:9x1 : : :9xm 0� ^1�i<j�m d(xi; xj) > 2r1A ^ 0� ^1�i�mDi(xi)1A : (10)As in the proof of proposition 3.1, we shall use the lattie Tn, de�ned by (8).Remember that its ardinality �(n) is of order n2. The pattern sentene (10) isimplied by:9x1 : : : 9xm 0� ^1�i�mxi 2 Tn1A ^ 0� ^1�i<j�m xi 6= xj1A ^ 0� ^1�i�mDi(xi)1A : (11)10
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